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Collaborative 
 

User centric 

 

[R]evolutionary 



Why OCLC and WMS? 



You will have a partner fully aligned on the immediate and long-term  

success of your vision and purpose. 

OCLC’s sole focus is the 
advancement of libraries. 
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We are a global member-driven 

community. 

We develop innovative products  

and services. 

We ensure access to knowledge. 

We advance librarianship. 

A 50-year record of library 

innovation and collaboration. 



Asia Pacific Regional Council Executive Committee 2018/2019 



 

Open Access 
 

Linked Data 

 

Worldwide Libraries 



WorldCat serves as the foundation for all discovery, delivery, and technical services.  

One platform simplifies integration across workflows. 

Streamlined workflows through 
shared metadata. 
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Automate 

borrowing and 

lending 

SHARE 

Help your users 

easily find and 

get resources 

DISCOVER 

Streamline 

circulation tasks 

and reduce 

training time 

CIRCULATE 

Save time on 

selecting and 

acquiring 

ACQUIRE 

Get more time 

to catalog 

unique materials 

DESCRIBE ANALYZE 

Support 

decisions about 

your collection 

A complete, cloud-based system  

providing all essential library functions  
 



Shared data provides the foundation 

…because 

WorldCat sits 

at the core 



Library collaboration and innovation is in our DNA. 

A state-of-the-art platform for 
collective innovation. 
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3.8+ petabytes 
of global data maintained 

14+ billion 
search requests processed 

per year 

13,000+ 
peak concurrent user 

sessions 

4.5+ million 
data points collected  

last year 

 

99.8% uptime globally 



Reliability 

Automatic scaling to meet your 

needs 

Data security 

Innovation, ability to build faster 

than ever before 

 

What this means for 

your library 



A complete set of APIs is included with WMS 
(RESTful, JSON/XML, OAuth, SSL, Documented) 

EXTEND - ENHANCE - INTEGRATE 

• ILL Policy API 

• NCIP Staff API 

• LMAN API 

• QuestionPoint API 

SHARE 

• Discovery API 

• KB API 

• Availability API 

• Patron API 

DISCOVER 

• Circ. API 

• OAuth Server 

• NCIP API 

• Staff NCIP API 

CIRCULATE 

• Acquisitions API 

• Invoices, Budgets 

Funds API 

• Vendor Info. API 

 

ACQUIRE 

• Classify API 

• Terminology API 

• Identities API 

• Metadata API 

DESCRIBE ANALYZE 

• GreenGlass 

• Collection Mgr. API 

• Vendor Info. API 

• WCat Registry API 

 

 



From students to library staff, user input drives our development.  

The user is at the center  
of all that we do. 
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200+ 
enhancements 

70% 
based on libraries’ feedback 





 Pull lists  

 Filter Pull Lists 

 Reshelving  

 Inventory . 

 Check in  

  Discovery  

  Change Item Location   



The most flexible discovery system in the industry. 

Flexibility without 
complexity. 
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The most flexible discovery system  

in the industry 
What you need, when you need it, regardless of format or location 

Intuitive 

Easy to use for students, 

faculty and staff 

True single search 

One search provides users 

with ALL the resources 

available to the institution 

and consortia 

Results  

fit-for-purpose 

Your users control the display 

of the right resources for the 

task at hand 

 



A vision to move discovery forward 
A look into what’s next for WorldCat Discovery 

Intuitive 

Exploratory search, easy 

access, and course reserves 

keep students at the center 

of their evolving student 

journey 

Search innovation 

Industry search technology, 

machine learning, and voice 

search drive relevance, 

clustering, and finding 

materials easier 

Robust configuration 

Unique, interrelated problems 

need configurable solutions 

 



A uniquely integrated interface  

to meet e-resource challenges. 

Automated and streamlined 
e-resource management. 
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Managing e-resources is not easy!    

Update knowledge base 

Create MARC records 

Update systems 

Configure access 

Check data 

Check systems 

Check websites 

Fix links 

Update records 

Monitor requests 

Monitor collections 

Select and deselect titles 

Analyze usage 

Enter and synchronize data 

Check licenses and policies 



Update 

knowledge base 
Create MARC 

records 

Select and 

deselect titles 

Monitor 

requests 

Analyze usage 

Check licenses 

and policies 

Enter and 

synchronize data 

Configure access 

Fix links 

Update records ACQUIRE 

DESCRIBE 

DISCOVER 

ACCESS 

RENEW 

ANALYZE 

SHARE 



Includes 20,000+ content 

collections from 6,700+ providers 

 

 



Business intelligence framework for decision support. 

 

An expansive set of 
analytics tools. 
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“With WMS, instead of asking our technical 

services librarian to run a report for me, I can do it 

myself. And now all the library staff has access to 

the information data they need day-to-day for 

budgeting, circulation, and collection development.” 

Beth McMahon 

Library Director 

Central College 

“I can do it myself…” 



OCLC’s sole focus is the advancement of libraries. 

Streamlined workflows through shared metadata. 

A state-of-the-art platform for collective innovation. 

The user is at the center of all that we do. 

Flexibility without complexity. 

Automated and streamlined e-resource management. 

An expansive set of analytics tools. 

Why 600+ libraries worldwide have chosen  

OCLC and WMS 



Member Stories 
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The University of Bristol   

The University of Bristol, ranked among the top universities in the world 

The university selected WorldShare Management Services (WMS) because it provides 

everything needed to manage a leading research library with world-class collections. 

"WMS offers us more opportunities to enhance our operations taking advantage of fully integrated services, and 

improve our management of digital content for our library users," explains Stuart Hunt, Deputy Director of Library 

Services, University of Bristol. "Critically, WMS also provides us with a platform to the global library community, 

collaborating with other institutions at a scale that matches Bristol's international standing." 

After implemented WMS 



The University of KwaZulu-Natal  

The University of KwaZulu-Natal or UKZN is a university with five campuses in the province 

of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. It was formed on 1 January 2004 

http://library.ukzn.ac.za/Homepage.aspx


The University of KwaZulu-Natal  

In order to meet the vision of the University of KwaZulu-Natal to be the premier 

university of African scholarship, the library staff decided they needed a new library 

management system, The cost of maintaining our previous library system was becoming 

unsustainable, This combined with a desire to provide consolidated access to all of our 

resources and make better use of our materials budget, played a key role in our decision 

to implement WorldShare Management Services. 

Additionally, as their users are becoming more comfortable with the technology 

available, they are expecting more from the library and its partners. They want to be 

able to access information whenever and wherever. "We want to satisfy the needs of our 

very techno-savvy users that the libraries are serving currently 

 

 Nonhlanhla Ngcobo, Manager of Library Information Services 



The University of KwaZulu-Natal  

After implemented WMS 

 

• WMS is a one-stop shop which our users can go to, to find a wide variety of resources, not only books. They can find 

journals, especially peer-reviewed journals 

 

• WMS and WorldCat® Discovery could help them save money, streamline workflows and improve services for users 

 

• WMS offers a global, cooperatively managed knowledge base and helps us widen access to learning, research and 

innovation, for both our local and overseas scholar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Private Academic Library Network of Indiana     

The Private Academic Library Network of Indiana (PALNI) was founded in 1992 as one of the 

first statewide automated resource sharing networks for private academic libraries. 

http://www.palni.org/


The Private Academic Library Network of Indiana     

“For more than two years, PALNI had been considering a move to a new library 

management system. "We wanted to reduce the cost of managing our systems and 

collections so that we could focus on providing direct support to our students and 

faculty and on new projects like institutional repositories. 

Kirsten Leonard, PALNI Executive Director. 

After implemented WMS 

 

• “These services are much easier to use than our current services.” 

 

• “OCLC is committed to developing radical collaboration avenues in our Web-based environment not only to share 

collections but also to share processes and staff expertise.” 

 

• “We also see that OCLC is strongly committed to exposing library data on the Web and to ensuring the relevance of 

libraries in the future." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Butler University    

Butler University is a private university in Indianapolis, Indiana. Founded in 1855 and is a member 

of the Private Academic Library Network of Indiana (PALNI), which implemented WorldShare® 

Management Services (WMS) for its 23 members in 2014.  



Butler University    

We had a lot of slips, forms, stamps and paper." the library staff managed them in spreadsheets and 

didn't collect usage data effectively. 

 

 Josh Petrusa, Associate Dean for Collections & Digital Services, Butler University 

After implemented WMS 
 

• The switch to a new system encouraged the library to reconsider workflows and to align staff skills and services to better focus on top priorities. 

 

• WMS is easy to use, student workers have taken over many tasks, including fulfilling consortial interlibrary loan requests 
 
• finding the best record they can in WorldCat® 

 

• Students, who can now sign in to library services with their campus IDs, now place unmediated interlibrary loan requests directly in WorldCat 

Discovery. 
 

• Both library staff and students can easily see whether the item they want is available at other PALNI institutions 
 

• helps the staff determine whether to purchase or borrow a resource so they can spend their materials budget wisely 

 

 



The University of New Mexico     

The University of New Mexico is a public research university in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Founded in 1889 and is a member of the LIBROS. 

 

 

 



The University of New Mexico     

When your consortium includes 17 libraries, ranging from large universities to small museums, how do you find 

one management system scalable enough for everyone?  the answer was “WorldShare Management Services” 

 

After implemented WMS 

 
• “WorldShare Management Services (WMS) allows the libraries to customize functions to meet individual needs 

while still providing each library with access to the same LIBROS system” 

 

• "The continuous improvement [of WMS] is a phenomenal benefit. We are very happy to be helping guide the 

process and work with OCLC to make those improvements." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIBROS needed a system that was simple enough for a small library with minimal staff and robust enough for the 

diverse and complex needs of a major research university. 

"With our previous ILS, "we had central control over the configuration. If you wanted to add users, if you 

wanted to make changes to policies, it all had to come through the consortium's centralized support team." 

Lea Briggs, Project Management Librarian, the University of New Mexico 



The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine      

The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM) is a higher education institution and registered 

charity located in Liverpool, United Kingdom. Established in 1898 

https://www.lstmed.ac.uk/
https://www.lstmed.ac.uk/


The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine      

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM) closely collaborated with the University of Liverpool until 2013. At 

that time, LSTM became a Higher Education Institution. Due to this shift, and in support of LSTM's goal of 

enhancing student experience, the library staff started to assess their systems and operations. When the library 

was affiliated with the University of Liverpool, it was effectively a departmental library. But with these changes, the 

library had an opportunity to operate more independently, and they implemented WorldShare Management 

Services (WMS) to help. 

After implemented WMS 

 

• helps the library staff add to the information available to users worldwide and enhances LSTM's global reputation. 

 

• students were able to access the collective collection of the world’s libraries through WorldCat, which enhances their 

experience of the library 

 

•  WMS allows more staff time to be freed up, allowing staff to focus their efforts on further research support activities.  

 



HOLD – closing slide 

Stay connected 


